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Knowledge is power.
Connect-the-docs to maximize every ounce 

of  knowledge at your disposal. 



We search for information.
Then we lose them. 
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Background

The average person at work spends 2.5 hours per day searching 

for information. Equivalent to about 60 times per day, we waste 

countless hours in searching for information, rather than getting 

the work done. 



Information silos. 
Things are always scattered. 

Folders and tabs just don’t work anymore. People, on average,  use 9.4 apps per day and switch 

between apps 1,100 times per day at work.  A new way is needed to process digital knowledge, 

without noise or waste, to foster productivity, not burden it. 
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02 Introducing Your Second Brain, Typed.
No more going back and forth tabs, or looking through files, bookmarks or browsing history.

Seamlessly flow through research and output in one place. Your workflow has never been more connected.

File Library Panel

Document Editor

(Google Workspace)

Resource reader (Articles, 

URLs, PDFs and documents)

Product



03 Every ounce of information 
within arms-reach.
Have your personal library for each document. Save and organize 

within your creation, so that you’ll have them ready at any moment.

Features
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Typed’s web-clipper automatically saves the current webpage of any format straight to your 

workspace. Collect and organize whenever you need to without worrying about where to put it.

Features

One Click, Limitless Knowledge.



With collaboration, add resources or assign tasks for everyone to see. 

Have a shared library for your shared work – Nothing lost for you or your team.

Countless Resources. Countless People.
One Organized Creation.
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Features



Forget Folders.
Meet the Knowledge Network.
Our knowledge network automatically organizes docs through links, connecting the docs. Docs and resources that share the 

same context interlink to form a completely new way visualization of knowledge at your disposal to better utilize them. 
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75% less time on organization

Source: Medium Entrepreneur s Handbook
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45 minutes less work per day

“After a week of tracking my time use on Typed, the results were striking: I was 

spending 75% less time organizing my research… with this much time saved 

(45 mins x 5 working days = 3h45), I was able to dedicate 3 more hours to 

video script writing over the week. On top of that, I was able to use the 

remaining 45 minutes to end work a little earlier and spend more time relaxing.”
Joseph Mavericks
Productivity Influencer

Effect

https://entrepreneurshandbook.co/how-one-simple-tool-measurably-improved-my-content-creation-productivity-afd19f141d3


Join Typers around the world. 

hello typed.do l  https://typed.do
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